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Gain incredible insights by accessing your past lives and future possibilities in your Akashic

Records!Do you believe that you have past lives? Do you know that your past lives could influence

your current life? Do you know that you can get information about all of your future possibilities?

YES, you can get all that from your Akashic Records. Have you wondered how Akashic Records

can help you with your life? Have you tried to connect with your Akashic Records but did not know if

you did it right? Would you like to learn how to access the Akashic Records and get answers for all

your questions?Imagine your life with a personal spiritual advisor on hand 24/7 to give you insights

about issues youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re struggling with. Learn to access the Akashic Records with Jiayuh

Chyan, Akashic Records Teacher, and talk to someone who has your best interests in mind

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ your very own soul. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll discover:What the Akashic Records are and

accessing them can change your lifeHow to access the Akashic Records for yourself and

othersHow to most effectively communicate with your Akashic Records to get the answers you

needHow to be the best Akashic Records practitioner you can beIf you are ready to use this

incredible tool, get your copy today! With this book, you can experience firsthand all the amazing

things described in Kevin J. TodeschiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Edgar Cayce on the Akashic Records. Your

journey awaits!
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This book is so powerful in that Jiayuh connects her personal story in an understandable way with

the everyday reader. She is a highly intelligent professional who writes as an ordinary person

bearing her truth of her experiences on her healing path. She teaches her craft in a straightforward

manner packed with love and guidence from the truth of the Akashic records. With her work there,

she has discovered and shares how this divine energy source teaches us of our reincarnation of our

souls journey through time, space and with the heart as the vessel that communicates our inner

wisdom to our minds. She peels back these teachings to share that some of the records reveal that

not all souls began here on earth. Forerunners in this work such as Edgar Cayce spoke more of

lifetimes on earth as did Lynda Howe.I love Jiayuh's humour and humility with her recognition of

how surprising some of the information and concepts may seem from the perspective of main

stream thinking. Her experience from teaching and encountering this new information from that of a

logical thinker helps the reader get that Jiayuh understands these initial reactions and wrapping your

head around the concepts. Energy healing is the future for mainstream healing and counseling.

Open up this book and get ready for a ride that makes the best of this lifetime!Thank you Jiayuh for

writing this beautiful book, may all that reads it feel the wisdom it unveils.

I am happy to share my review of this book, "Your Key to the Akashic Record" by Jiayuh Chyan. I

have been aware of the Records and have some experience in them and was immediately drawn to

this reading. The sincere, heartfelt stories she shares, her loving, fun humor and the concise,

organized presentation of this information has served to help deepen my understanding and

facilitate my personal work with this beautifully simple, comfortable format. This book is written in a

way that someone with no experience will gain a clear understanding of what the Records are, an

introduction and the tools to benefit from them and opportunity learn more a with an offering to work

with her personally in a variety of ways.Also important to me to share is that this book has also

inspired me to add this knowing to my future work with clients as a Whole Health Educator because

I now understand it is an incredibly valuable tool for self exploration and healing, not only for

individuals but our collectiveness . Healing first begins with ourselves, only then can we help heal

each other and our planet. Learning to access our own Akashic Records, as well as those for the



highest good of all things & beings, is an answer brought to us in these incredibly important times .

This book was for sure is brought to us divinely inspired through Jiayuh.The prayer that was given to

Jiayuh to share with us in this book is truly a gift to anyone that has the opportunity to learn it. This

Universal Akaskic Prayer has already changed me. I am eternally grateful for her work providing this

knowing and instruction she offers to our spiritual community.With a heart filled with joy and

gratitude, I highly recommend this book to anyone who's interest it peaks. It has not come the way

by coincident. It is for everyone with "Eyes to see and ears to hear".

Loved it! This one is going to live in my reference stack. I will read again and return often. Can't wait

to utilize The Universal Akashic Prayer. Jiayuh Chyan knows her stuff. She does a great job of

explaining the concepts and practices. I love her approach of building upon my personal relationship

with my own records.Definitely a great read for the Akashic Record practitioner or anyone looking to

have a deeper understanding of the Akashic Records and their spiritual journey.

I highly recommend this book for everyone interested in expanding their journey into the world of the

Akashic Records. The Universal Prayer serves a wide audience of seekers on the path to self

discovery and healing guiding them to discover deep truths and hidden nuggets of knowledge,

wisdom and guidance for their souls journey. This book is very well written to guide both beginners

and experienced seekers into new realms of consciousness and light we must journey for the

benefit of our new Earth. Thank you for having the courage and servants heart to bring us this gift.

Within the pages of this seemingly simple, little book is contained all the information that is needed

to access and work with the Akashic Records. The content is well laid out, clear and easy to follow.

The prayer and the exercises are powerful and can be used by beginners and experienced

practitioners as well.I highly recommend reading this valuable resource and then keeping it on hand

as a reference towards deepening your practice of working with the records. In fact, I can't wait to

share it with my friends and clients!

This book needs to be referred to many times in hard-copy form with multi-colored highlighting and

hand written notes in the margins. I enjoyed the light and amusing comments. Whether a new

comer to the energy and information about Akasha, Jiayuh Chyan's mindful conversation with

herself can be met with "I was just going to ask the same question" or "my thoughts exactly."Jiayuh

presented many options. Working with the "Records" is not a one-size-fits all. She understands the



concept that there are no mistakes in practice. However, practice is needed to perfect your

individual way. Making breakfast for a new friend was the easy part.
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